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POSTERS AT BUILDING ENTRANCES

- Please limit the time you spend in the HAW Hamburg buildings to what is absolutely necessary. This means, for example, essential lectures or important appointments.
- Leave the university directly after your course or appointment is over.
- Please wear a medical mask (surgical mask or FFP2) both inside and outside the buildings.
- Maintain a minimum distance of 1.5 m from others and observe the corresponding floor markings.
- A maximum of 2 people are permitted in the elevators at one time.
- If you have symptoms of an acute respiratory illness or other symptoms that could indicate a Covid-19 infection, you are prohibited from entering HAW Hamburg buildings.
- More information is available in the FAQs: haw-hamburg.de/en/coronavirus

Maske tragen und Abstand halten. Gilt auch im Aussenbereich!

Wear a mask and keep your distance. This also applies outside the buildings!

More info online!
PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES

- **Before attending** an on-campus course, you must have taken a coronavirus test. Attendance is only permitted if the test result was negative.
- **Wash or disinfect your hands** when you enter a university building. Hand disinfectant is available at all entrances.
- **Cough or sneeze into a tissue or the inside of your bent elbow.**
- **Dispose of tissues in a closed garbage bin after use.**
- **Avoid shaking hands.**
- **If you have symptoms that could indicate a Covid-19 infection, stay home.**
  More information is available at haw-hamburg.de/en/coronavirus
- **Contact your doctor by phone before going to the practice or call the emergency medical service at 116 117.**
- **If you have tested positive, please inform your faculty’s SPOC immediately:**
  - TI Faculty: fbwi_info@haw-hamburg.de
  - DMI Faculty: fbdmi_info@haw-hamburg.de
  - W&S Faculty: fbsp_info@haw-hamburg.de
  - LS Faculty: fbsl_info@haw-hamburg.de
GUIDELINES FOR THE USE OF SEMINAR AND COURSE ROOMS

- The maximum number of people permitted in the room (indicated on the sign at the entrance) cannot be exceeded.
- Participants’ contact information will be collected via the darfichrein.de app. To enter your information, please scan the QR code at the door.
- In rooms with windows, the room must be adequately aired out every 20 minutes. The air in the room must be exchanged completely. To do this, open all of the windows as wide as possible for 5 to 10 minutes.
- In rooms with automated ventilation systems, this guideline does not apply. Automated ventilation systems work with 100 per cent fresh air and ensure the necessary air hygiene.
- Inside the room, please maintain a minimum distance of 1.5 m from others.
- You are required to wear a medical mask (surgical mask or FFP2) while you are in the building and for the duration of your stay on campus.
Please check here regularly for updates:

haw-hamburg.de/en/coronavirus

The Student Center can provide additional advice and support:

haw-hamburg.de/en/beratung

Stay healthy!